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Editorial
A very strange year indeed - looking forward to the Christmas mead !!
So, as we enter into the final throws of this challenging year for our bees, still perhaps wondering
if there are any un-played jokers yet to be dealt … we really ought to be looking forward to
what might just be a more benign and manageable year ahead. At least if it ends up being more
of the same, we will have had some prior experience to build upon.
This month, a few insights into beekeeping elsewhere in the world are featured, along with a
new avenue by which we may help other beekeepers in (much) less favoured circumstances.
We will no doubt be attempting during the year ahead to fill our own coffers faster than the
Pavilion Project, featured in this months Apiary News item, can drain them. But for now, let’s
see if we can’t launch a new partnership with Bees Aboard with an impressive cumulative first
donation from Reigate Beekeepers at the December Winter meeting.
And whilst mentioning launches, we have our own little media event in the Website News section
to ‘mention’. The Web-weaving team of Jack Chapman and ourselves have been very busy
re-crafting the Division’s show case website. And we have to admit, we are really quite pleased
with it. We hope you will be too.
Silverware features prominently this month. Not only with happy recipients of our own Honey
Show trophies, but also exhortations to follow in their footsteps from a relative newcomer to
beekeeping… and already a trophy winner at the National Honey Show.
Turning to matters of actual beekeeping, plenty of guidance, tips and ideas are provided to help
you help your bees through the next few months, including the opportunity to order new or
extra kit ready for next year. And when its too cold or dark to be outside fretting about them,
plenty of fireside reading opportunities are listed. If nothing else, print off the two pages of
book titles in the Library News section and leave lying around for Santa to find, and act upon.
Merry Christmas
Richard and Graham
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Topical News
Chairman's Christmas Cheer

Happy Christmas!
Getting planning permission for our training facility was certainly our best Christmas present.
We now just need to find the funding to build the pavilion and to surface the entrance.
Given the planning permission was for both it might be that we can start progressing a part
of the development with existing funds. It would certainly help if we did not have to worry
about getting stuck in the mud!
Hopefully we will have a definitive plan by the Spring. So do come to the Spring lunch (2nd
February) when there will be lots to chat about.
This year, more than any other I can remember, it will be important to heft your hives.
Especially if you took a honey crop. I certainly have a number that need feeding already.
This is partly because a few were short on stores going into the autumn, but others have
continued brood rearing well into the autumn and consequently consumed more food than
otherwise. It's been pretty mild so far too and active bees are hungry bees.
If you need to get some fondant, it can be bought by the pound from Reigate Beekeepers
by contacting Richard Stuart.
Hopefully we will get a better beekeeping year in 2013, but in the meantime have a relaxing,
social and happy Christmas.
Paul Cleaver

Beekeeping in Other Parts of the World
As mentioned in the Chairman’s message 2012 has been a very unusual year for beekeeping
in the UK. The British Beekeepers Association recently announced a 72 percent drop in honey
production this year, due to bad weather. A recent survey, by the Bee Farmer’s Association
revealed production had halved in 2012, equating to a loss of £7m for the UK industry.

But it’s not just in the UK the following are some reports from around the world.
(1) USA – reported in the American Bee Journal – October 2012
Last month we suggested that the 2012 honey crop might even be significantly worse than last
year’s poor crop of 148 million pounds, which was the second lowest crop on record (2009 was
the poorest crop on record with only 144 million pounds being produced). However, better-thanexpected honey crops in the drought-ridden Midwest are likely to keep the U.S. crop in the 145
to 165 million pound range. Better honey production in the southern half of the country also
helped U.S. honey production, despite very disappointing crops in California.
However, reporters have also been quick to point out that their total honey production is still
below what they would call a ‘normal’ crop. In addition to the drought hurting honey production,
beekeepers are still trying to rebuild their apiaries after several years of very heavy winter
losses. They are also fighting continuing problems with poor queens, disease, pesticides, and
loss of bee forage.
courtesy of Somerset Beekeepers
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(2) Russia - reported in English Pravda – September 2012
This last summer was very difficult for the Russian farmers who lost the fight against drought
in nearly all agricultural sectors. The only segment that partially resisted the impact of natural
anomalies was beekeeping. The representatives of the industry from the foothills of the Altai
regions collected twice the yield compared to the harvest a year ago.
Merciless heat that seized the Russian territory in July has caused worry for the beekeepers
from all over Russia. Acacia and linden honey are collected first in different parts of Russia, but
this summer, beekeepers were disappointed, because the heat and drought caused these plants
to emit very little nectar. In addition, the density of nectar significantly impeded its harvesting.
In the Altai region beekeepers were not left empty-handed, though the honey collected from
acacia and linden did not have the characteristic light colour. However, the dark colour of the
product did not derail the Altai beekeepers, because its taste is equally sweet, and the price is
higher than that of the light honey. Meanwhile, only Altai mountains could boast a good harvest
of honey while in the rest of the country, especially the steppe, a deplorable situation has
developed.
courtesy of Somerset Beekeepers

(3) Romania – reported in the Daily Telegraph – November 2012
Nomadic Romanian beekeepers get EU money and the honey.
As British beekeepers suffer from a dramatic drop in honey production and a lack of government
support, they are becoming increasingly frustrated by the funds accorded to their EU
counterparts. Glen Milner visited beekeepers in Romania to see how EU investment has helped
them improve their productivity.
Beekeepers in Romania, who already receive direct funding from Europe, have doubled their
bee colonies over the past decade. Between 2000 and 2010 the country produced 24,700 tons
of honey. Romanian beekeepers have been promised further EU funding until the end of 2014.
The country will receive 3.4 million euros by the end of 2012 with the same for 2013.
Use this link to see a fescinating video about beekeeping in Romania.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financevideo/9680543/Nomadic-Romanian-beekeepersget-EU-money-and-the-honey.html
(4) And in Afghanistan …….. Honey more profitable than heroin
Afghanis are being encouraged to take up beekeeping by the British Army in Helmand province.
The resource that would not be harvested and sold by insurgents appealed to coalition forces
and local government and a lecture programme tried last year has proved to be a success.
Attendees received lectures by Afghan bee farmers from other provinces. These farmers had
received training on bee farming from the US Department of Agriculture, British Army and
Danish Army. “The farmers wanted to have bee hives to be able to generate income,” said Don
Welty, a senior agriculture advisor with the USDA. “They know about the impact that bees and
honey can make as it is mentioned in the Quran. The goal is to have every farmer own five
hives and generate up to $1,000 per year. This would make much more money than heroin
poppy. Once the farmers have alternatives then it is possible for them to move away from
poppy.”
courtesy of The Scottish BKA
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Charity at Christmas time

an appeal by Bob Maurer

facility (left) will be officially
opened on 4th December;
after which Michael will be
leaving HSL.
The charity trustees will then
Over the last six years Reigate members have
generously supported Hives Save Lives and take stock to decide on their next project.
if you take gift aid into account, we have been Now then is also a good time for Reigate
Beekeepers to consider a new recipient for our
able to send them over £5,000.
This is a magnificent achievement and was Christmas collection.
As Christmas approaches, can I ask you, at this
time of giving, to once again offer a helping
hand to beekeepers far less fortunate than
ourselves?

acknowledged by Michael Oxley from HSL when Bees for Development gets a lot of press with
its high profile patrons Bill Turnbull, Sting and
he spoke to us last January.
The project in the Mubinde District of Uganda, Martha Kearney.
having been overseen by Michael since 2009,
is now self supporting. The initial plan to train
25 beekeepers and set up a cooperative with
120 hives is running and a newly built training

However, Martha is also patron of the lesser
known Bees Abroad UK Ltd and I would like
to commend them to you.
Here’s their ‘mission statement’….

The aim of Bees Abroad is to provide
education and technical advice in
Beekeeping and suitable business skills.
This is achieved by setting up and
supporting field extension services,
running training courses for local
beekeepers and financing trainers. We are a non-profit making organization giving help to
beekeepers and families in developing countries. Bees Abroad projects are managed by
designated project managers and run within a group structure. They are designed to become
self-funding and terminate after a defined period of time.
Funds from Bees Abroad are utilized for the relief of poverty, which means that projects are
bound by the Bees Abroad legal charitable requirement to reach the poorest sectors of society.
We are particularly keen to ensure that projects are sustainable, so that they do not depend on
constant financial input from outside of the area or one person’s input.
Bees Abroad promotes the use of sustainable and affordable intermediate technology and cannot
support projects that use inappropriate bee hive technology or unsuitable or imported species
of honey bee.

Currently, Bees Abroad have 16 projects A pound or two in the collection box will be
running in Kenya, Ghana, Malawi, Uganda, great. I will write a cheque for all the cash you
Zambia and Tanzania.
donate and send it with a gift aid form so every
I think it is good to know that our funds would pound you donate will be worth £1.25. If you
be going to a specific objective, as was the case feel you would like to make a more substantial
with the Mubende project. I also think it would donation I will make sure you have a gift aid
form to maximise the benefit to the charity.
be possible to twin ourselves with a
particular Bees Abroad project.
Have a look please at their website:
www.beesabroad.org.uk

It would be nice if you could channel your cash
and cheques through me, so we can see how
much RBKA has donated.

As is now traditional, there will be a raffle at I wish you a happy Christmas and a proper
the December 5th Woodhatch meeting. I hope Summer in 2013!
you will dig deep for that but I hope you will
Bob Maurer
also think about making a further donation.
Tel: 7740 707500
bob@maurer.uk.com
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Apiary News
Henfold Copse Pavillion Project

update from Andrew Buchanan

On the 18th April 2012, during a very wet
Wednesday evening EGM called by your
committee, membership approval was sought
and given to proceed with applying for Planning
Permission and to construct a Training Facility
Building at the Henfold Copse Apiary.

Great News
I am now very pleased to be able to report that
on 5th November, Mole Valley District Council
granted permission for us to proceed with
that construction.

To reduce the necessity of employing costly
external professionals, we would like to
establish a ‘Task Force’ of members who would
like to actively contribute to the project.
And not only with the building, but also with Could you be involved in one or more of these
creating a stable pathway across the paddock. activities?
This element of development was added to our
● Digger/Dump Truck - Driving/Provider
Planning Application having witnessed the
● Brick Laying
deterioration of the ground during the
● Carpentry/Joinery
unforeseen weather conditions this summer.
● Electrical Circuitry/Wiring
● Plumbing
At this point I must draw the attention of
● Decorating
members to the time, expertise and advice
● General Labouring
given by Erica Maurer whose help undoubtedly
contributed to the smooth progression and If so, please register your interest and possible
availability with myself…
acceptance of our application.
The next set of objectives will be to identify the
‘critical path’ through the many technical
aspects of the development, and to gain Grant
Funding. Financing may be expected to impose
the greatest influence upon the overall length
of the project.

Andrew Buchanan telephone 01306 712773
or email andrewb38@btinternet.com

One way in which all visiting members to
Henfold Copse can be of great help, will be in
accepting that throughout the development
there will be areas of the Apiary and the
Is is also hoped that members who have entrance track that will be a mess! It’s difficult
‘especially relevant’ knowledge, experience, to make an omelet without breaking an egg.
skill and interest will be willing and able to step Regardless, every effort will be made to carry
up to help with many aspects of the work to be on with all our Apiary activities.
undertaken.
Andrew Buchanan

Potential Apiary Site Offer
An isolated half acre site in Upper Gatton which is surrounded by open farmland with
nearest neighbours 100 m away is being offered to members as a new apiary site.
A lightly wooded area the site is laid to grass, mown during the growing season.
Vehicular access for any heavy items is possible, although normal access will require a
walk of 100 m across paddocks.
Members who may be interested in the site are invited to contact Gina Kitchener
gina@kitchenerj.fsnet.co.uk or by telephone 01737 644255 to discuss further. Gina is
interested in beekeeping but at present does not have the time to learn.
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Website News
New Public Reigate Beekeepers site launching
In the November edition of
, a brief
glimpse of the new public web face for Reigate
Beekeepers was tucked away on the back
page. Early during November, a preview
presentation of the website was made to the
committee and a subsequent demonstration
walk-through was provided to members
arriving early at the AGM.
Having met with approval on both occasions,
we are now pleased (and extremely relieved!)
to be able to announce that the new look
website site is going live early this December.

by the Web-weaving team

This launch will however be only the first step
in our master plan.
Fundamental to our thinking and planning was
an early decision to create two sites; one for
the public and one for members. The type of
content intended to be found on a wholly new
Member’s site, aimed to be launched early in
2013, will differ distinctly from what you will
find on the Public site.

The original objective for the site now being
launched was set by the committee back in
July. A shop window that would appeal to and
A
email will fly out to you the very day encourage aspiring beekeepers, and inform the
the site is up and running from its intended public about what Reigate Beekeepers do within
domain; providing you with its address and the community.
Hopefully encapsulating this role is the tag line
links. So do then please check it out.
to the site’s logo which reads:
‘learn about who we are, what we do and how we
do it … throughout South East Surrey’
We believe the site delivers these aims, but of
course we do now require public response to
confirm this, or not, and we would like your
comments.
The‘we’ is a team comprised of Jack Chapman,
Graham Pooley and Richard Bradfield.
Together, (a word that hardly does justice to
the closeness with which we have toiled), the
site has been designed, built, populated and
fine tuned within a mere three months.
This new soon to be visit-able site, being
expressly targeted at the Public, will not be a
website that you as Members would need to
routinely visit.

above: A screen shot of the deliberately image rich

new-look home page. The prominent ‘teaser’ posts will
be updated to remain fresh and seasonally relevant.
They need to grab the attention of visitors to the site
and attract and draw them to the full articles and
information to be found within, via links and the easy
to navigate menu.

Having said that, please DO visit the site when
it is launched, and occasionally thereafter, to
see how your Division is being portrayed. And
if you have any suggestions or content that
could improve and keep fresh that portrayal,
we would love to hear from you. Why not use
the ‘Send us your comments…’ facility at the
foot of most pages of the new site!

Did you know ?

Bee Facts

Garden flowers have evolved velcro-like petal surfaces to help bees in
the breeze, a study by Cambridge University has found. Conical cells on
the petals allow bees to maintain a foothold while being shaken around. Bees hold on by locking their
claws into gaps between the cells.
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New Beekeeping Experiences
Alchemy - turning Gold to Silver

article by Andrew Boagey

The National Honey Show provides a wide range of
competitive classifications that encompass World
Open, National and County, categories.
Perhaps not feeling quite ready to take on the World,
Andrew had entered into a NHS (Members) Class
(101) and three SBKA Classes (141, 144 & 145).
As reported last month, Andrew did rather well…
● 1st & the Surrey County Egerton Smythe Cup
for Class 145 - Two Jars of Liquid Honey
● 1st for Class 141 - Two Jars Light Honey
● 3rd for Class 101 - Two Jars Light Honey
● Commendation for Class 144 - Two Jars
Naturally Crystallised or Soft Set Honey

I was asked by
to
pen a few lines after my
recent experience at the
National Honey Show in
Weybridge in October.

So I knew what to expect this year and kept
back some of the crop to crystallize – which I
must say is my personal preference – and some
to clarify. Show preparation certainly seems a
good way to get to know your honey.
And of course showing is not all about honey.
There really is something for everyone: classes
for wax, cakes, mead, photography, frames for
extraction and, the ultimate challenge, the
‘competition comb’, assembled, signed, drawn
from foundation, filled by the bees and judged
by weight. Awesome – way out of my league.
In fact part of the appeal of all this to me is that
it gives us each a chance to perfect our chosen
interest in the craft: beekeeper, baker,
candlestick-maker…

I can certainly recommend getting some entries
into the National Honey Show. Register on line
The editors were so full of
and you’ll be sent the little labels. Very efficient.
praise for my success that
Drop off the exhibits and then come back later
I could hardly decline.
to see the results. There are County as well as
the National classes, and many, many trophies
So, a few thoughts, to spur
to go for, so depending on how much honey
you to join me next year
you have set aside, you are certain to be in with
in pursuit of national glory
a shout. You can download the list of classes
in the name of Reigate, of
and raise your chances by entering a few, or
Surrey …and of our bees!
even several if you want. There is a small
charge for some classes and in others (the ‘gift’
Our Division’s show last
classes) the deal is that you leave your honey
year followed my first year
of beekeeping. I was stunned then to come jar to be sold to raise Show funds. The National
second in the novice class, (which, incidentally, Show is actually also an excellent conference
is open to anyone that has not won it before). with speeches and a trade fair.
The atmosphere of the show at Reigate every Points mean prizes at shows and there is
year is really great and I felt so encouraged by evidently some 'friendly rivalry' at work behind
other entrants and the organisers, that I tried the scenes. Kent and Yorkshire seem to have
a few more classes this year.
been seen sending the County Shield up and
It really is amazing how much good advice is down the A1 for quite a few years now. It is
around, from fellow beekeepers and on the won by individual entrants scoring points for
Internet. There are several very detailed their County, so maybe next year will be the
publications on-line. But intriguingly, when it chance for us all to pitch up and help ‘Team
comes to preparing your own honey, it proves Maurer’ bring it home to Surrey!
a bit of a voyage of chemical discovery!
So, if you fancy yourself as a bit of a kitchen
Last year my precious liquid started to cloud alchemist, I can strongly recommend you put
over a few weeks before the show. Disaster! I a jar or two aside for a bit of special TLC next
had to knock together a little cabinet and warm year. The point being, of course, that in this
it with a light bulb, but when it did clear it type of alchemy the gold has been made
proved to be a beautiful amber colour and the already, you just have to show it!
filtering had actually worked a treat. Well worth So, go on: you owe it to your bees!
a bit of carpentry.
Andrew Boagey
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Honey Recipes
Favourite Reigate Recipes
This month we suggest some recipes for the festive holidays - why not try an alternative to
the traditional Christmas cake, and make your own edible decorations - delicious !!!
Please send your favourite honey recipe or interesting culinary use to the editors.

Recipe (14) Honey and Fig Christmas Cake
2 tablespoons Honey
200 g dried figs
750 g mixed dried fruits

Heat oven to 140°C / Gas Mark 1. Line a 20
cm cake tin with a double layer of brown
paper, and then a double layer of baking
100 g blanched whole almonds parchment. Mix the fruit, almonds, peel, figs
and cherries. Turn well, add flour, spices and
100 g chopped peel
lemon zest. In a separate bowl, cream the
butter and sugar thoroughly, add the vanilla
100 g glacé cherries
extract, honey and treacle. Still beating,
300 g plain flour
incorporate the eggs, stir in the fruit and flour
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
mixture. Dissolve bicarbonate of soda in the
1 teaspoon grated nutmeg
milk and stir in thoroughly. Add the brandy,
until you have a soft dropping consistency.
zest 1 lemon
250 g lightly salted butter
Turn the batter into cake tin and make a dip
250 g light muscovado sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 tablespoon black treacle
4 large eggs
½ teaspoon bicarbonate soda
1 tablespoon milk
3 tablespoons brandy

in the middle using the back of a spoon. Bake
for 3½ hours, insert a skewer - if it comes out
clean, it is ready. If there is any cake mix on
the skewer, cook for 10 minutes more and test
again. When it is done, remove the cake from
the oven and leave to cool in its tin. The next
day, remove from the tin, wrap in fresh
greaseproof paper, put it into an airtight tin
or wrap tightly in foil.
Store the cake for about three weeks before
icing, and unwrap and sprinkle occasionally
with more brandy.

Recipe (15) Honey and Cinnamon Christmas Trees
Biscuit Dough
80 ml (1/3 cup) Honey
200 g butter
80 g icing sugar mixture
300 g plain flour, sifted
40 g self-raising flour, sifted
1/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon
2 tablespoons milk
Glace Icing
2 egg whites, lightly whisked
500 g icing sugar
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1/2 cup desiccated coconut

Line two baking trays with baking paper.
Using an electric mixer, beat butter and icing
sugar mixture in a bowl until pale and
creamy. Add honey, beat until well combined.
Add butter to flour, cinnamon and milk in a
bowl, and mix until dough begins to form.
Turn onto a well floured surface. Knead gently
until smooth. Divide dough in half and wrap
each portion in plastic wrap. Place in the
fridge for 15 minutes.
Preheat oven to 160°C. Using a well floured
rolling pin, roll one portion of dough out on a
well floured surface until 5 mm thick.
continued on next page
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Photo and recipe source bbcgoodfood.com

Using a Christmas tree cutter, cut out
biscuits. Place on prepared trays. Bake for 10
to 12 minutes or until crisp and golden. Cool
on tray for 5 minutes before transferring to a
wire rack to cool completely. Repeat with
remaining dough.
Make glace icing: Using a wooden spoon,
lightly beat eggwhites. Sift icing sugar over
eggwhite. Stir until smooth. Add lemon juice
and stir until well combined.
Spread biscuits with icing, leaving a 2 mm
border. Sprinkle with coconut. Set aside for
one hour to set. Serve or gift wrap.

Questions & Answers
Please send your questions and queries to the editors
page)

(contact details on last

and we will seek out an answer or explanation to publish in a future issue.

Question - Why do bees have five eyes?
The two large compound eyes which are the
most obvious, are for producing images, but Next time you try to swat a fly, it will see a
what are those three little ones used for on the large aerial object (your hand) arriving in pretty
slow motion – it will already have processed
top of their heads?
150 or 200 images by the time your hand
They are the Ocelli or Simple eyes (simple here arrives and of course the fly will have long
means single lens – our eyes are also ‘simple’), departed.
and are valuable for rapid response in flight
control. The light falling on the ocelli (from the But to return to the bee’s simple eyes or ocelli.
sun), will vary as the bee swerves in flight. Initial pre-war research by Parry of Cambridge
These minute variations in light intensity can showed that the bee’s simple eyes have high
be used to control flight. To fly straight and speed connections straight into the nervous
true, the bees keep the ocelli in a constant system, such that a variation in light could
produce a very rapid nerve response. Thus a
orientation to the sun.
variation in light stimulus can produce a rapid
Bee ocelli cannot focus to produce an image or flight control muscle response – in the words
picture, (the compound eye can, although it is of Gerald Kastberger (one of the pre-eminent
a rather pixellated (fuzzy) picture, instead the ocelli researchers) “the ocelli help the bee to
ocelli are honed for the rapid detection (and react photokinetically to photic stimuli in a
onward transmission) of light intensity changes. much shorter time than do the compound eyes
alone”. Kastberger flashed lights suddenly at
But let us not dismiss the bee’s compound eyes bees in flight. The control bees braked rapidly
as inferior – compound eyes have very fast (cautious). The bees that had their ocelli
flicker response – we humans can just about covered, wobbled a bit but blundered on at high
resolve images arriving at about 30 per second speed.
(conveniently the Power engineers have
arranged that alternating current mains It is interesting that the current designers of
electricity cycles at 50 cycles per second so we unmanned aircraft also have difficulty in
see the light from our living room bulb as keeping their craft stable in a ‘three
continuous). Bees (and most other insects) can dimensional world’, and they have become very
resolve images arriving at their compound eyes interested in the workings of insect ocelli.
at up to 300 images per second.
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Photo and recipe source taste.com.au

Why three ocelli? That probably gives the
optimum input of light intensity change
information. Two would give a nice stereo (3D)
effect for 2D ground movers such as us but
three are probably better if you are a 3D flyer.
They are notably near the top of the head
(more exposed to the sun), although Drone
ocelli are pushed down the head to allow for
their much larger compound eyes.

The drone has perhaps had to sacrifice flight
control a little to gain better compound eye
acuity, (they always locate the queen, even
though they may crash into her occasionally).
courtesy of the Scottish Beekeeper

Question - Is it a good idea to put a super at the bottom of the hive during Winter?
This month we include some further comments
on the suggestion that was mentioned in the
September Q&A about placing a super box
under the brood box during Winter.

Whereas in the normal way, the bees cluster in the
brood box at the bottom and their heat rises to keep
the super box of stores warm and fluid so that the bees
are able to use these stores. Then when the bees have
finished all the stores in the bottom brood box they
This is recommended practice by some move up to the super box in the Spring.
experienced beekeepers however, others
However, I discovered that no one had lost any bees
suggest it may cause problems.
because of changing over the system in a WBC hive.
These are comments received from Dennis Was this because a WBC hive is double walled and
consequently unlike the National hive provides better
Chow an experienced beekeeper in Sussex.
insulation to keep the stores in the super box at the
“About ten years ago upon the advice of other bottom sufficiently warm I wonder ?
beekeepers in my club I tried the system of leaving
the super box under the brood box, the reverse way For me it was a very bad experience and I decided to
to a normal brood and half system.
keep my brood and half system the normal way. Since
then I have never lost a single hive in any hard Winter.”
In theory this is very logical because in the Spring we
always found the queen laying in the top super box. Perhaps the lessons are that it is beneficial to
By changing it over, we should have more room for place a super box beneath the brood box during
the queen to lay and consequently more bees to Winter because this provides improved
produce the early crop.
insulation from the cold floor. But any stores
are better placed above the brood box so that
I was totally happy with the idea and changed all my
four hives at the Buchan Park to the new system, but they do not cool and prevent the bees from
didn't change my other three colonies at the using them.
Handcross site.

With the predictions of a very cold Winter to
come this year it may be wise to consider the
temperatures within our hives, and ensure that
we have an appropriate set up of stores and
insulation, both from the cold floor and at the
roof to prevent heat loss.

However, when I visited my bees in the Spring, I was
very sad to see the three colonies at Buchan Park had
died, but there was plenty of food untouched in the
super box (below the brood box). Because the bees
had not died of diseases, I just couldn't understand
why. I felt lucky that I had not changed the hives at the
Perhaps the optimum set up is; insulation
Handcross site and these bees were fine.
above the crown board to prevent heat loss, a
After thinking about the problem for a while, I came super with stores above the brood box , plus a
up with a theory that by changing the brood and half super beneath the brood box to insulate the
system to the reverse way this may have caused cold bees from a cold and draughty floor.
temperature problems in the hive.
Graham Pooley
During the cold days the bees had clustered as normal
in the brood box (on top), and the super box at the Do you have any more experience or comments
on this question?
bottom got very cold which caused the stores to
Please send them to the
editors.
solidify, so the bees were unable to use these stores.
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Beekeepers Advice & Tips
December Tips Checklist
Tasks at this time of the year are all about protecting the hives and ensuring our bees
survive the Winter, and with the predictions of snow and a really cold Winter it may be wise
to read the tips about hive insulation in the last couple of editions of
. The bees will
be huddled in a ball to keep warm, however they do fly out even on cold days.
● Optimum winter conditions for bees are a constant cold temperature and dry conditions.
● Check your hives are watertight and stable, and ensure they are on secure ground.
● Take measures to ensure hive roofs cannot be blown off - use bricks or secure with wire.
● Check that your hives have adequate ventilation.
● Any gaps in the hive should have been filled.
● If you have solid floors ensure that if water does get in it runs out of the hive, tilt the
hive forward by placing a small piece of wood under each rear leg.
● Ensure you have woodpecker protection and mouse guards in place.
● Monitor the now small entrance regularly for the build up of dead bees.
● Remember to look particularly behind any mouse guards.
● Bees are dying all the time and the cold temperatures dissuade the ‘undertakers’ from
fulfilling their duties. Use a probe (stick) to gently remove the deceased and keep the
entrance clear, but be careful not to disturb all the others.
● Snow can easily block the entrance in a dramatic way. So keep a watchful eye.
● Rake dead leaves away from under your hives.
● Feeding should not be required yet, but keep an emergency block of candy just in case.
Most of the colonies that die out do so because of starvation.
● Remember any solid food that you give your bees has to be diluted and that means
finding water from somewhere. Not easy in a hard frost.
● Ensure your bees will have a water source throughout the Winter.
● If you have mesh floors, you can check the occupants of the hive without disturbance, by
placing a mirror underneath and angling it so that you can see up into the hive. A torch
shone on to the mirror can help shed a little more light.
● Check that stored comb is protected from mice and wax moth damage.
● Inspect stored brood frames for signs of wax moth. Wax moth eggs and grubs can be
killed by leaving overnight in a suitable freezer.
● Repair hive parts and other equipment, make new frames.

Oxalic Acid Treatment
December and January are periods of minimal
activity for bee hives. Brood rearing has
normally ceased (or is minimal) and it is the
ideal time to treat with oxalic acid for Varroa
control. A maximum of 5 ml is trickled over
each full seam of bees, (equating to 50 ml
maximum for a colony). Thus smaller colonies
may receive a smaller dose if they have less
seams of bees. (A seam is the area between
frames where there are bees).

Just like we don't jump into icy waters at the
beach for a swim in a cold Winter, I'm not
convinced trickling cold oxalic syrup over bees
is a good idea. I warm my oxalic solution in a
water bath to minimise the chance of
unnecessarily chilling them.
Remember that during the Winter, colonies
should only be open for a very few minutes.
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some timely advice from Adam

Leitch

Equipment News
Winter Orders

For Sale

Subject to demand from members, orders for
equipment will be placed with Paynes over the
winter months by our Quartermaster, Richard
Stuart.

Until last year, Sean Scully was a beekeeper in
Horley, although not an RBKA member. However,
since deciding to move from the area, his
beekeeping equipment is no longer required. As a
result he is looking to dispose of quite a long list of
items rangeing from suits to a stainless steel
extractor.

So whether you want to…

● make up new frames with foundation
● get some extra supers ready for next years The items for sale are set out in three lots:
honey flow
Lot 1:
SAF stainless steel extractor
● create an additional hive
New Foundation
● replace damaged or worn items
£210 total
… remember to order through the
Lot 2:
Innumerable plastic buckets
club to get a 5% discount
2 veils, 1 full bee suit
off Paynes prices and avoid
Bee equipment box
delivery charges.
2 hive tools, Bee brush
But individual orders will only be able to be
Queen cages, Porter escapes
accepted once there is sufficient overall
Rauch boy smoker
demand to make a reasonable block order.
Nucleus box /transporter
Therefore, please advise Richard as soon as
Dartington Hive
possible if you wish to take advantage of this
3 National hives with many brood
money saving opportunity.
boxes, inc. two 12X14‘s
and 15 plus shallow boxes
3 old style Taylor, Lee
and WBC hives.
5 top boards
3 Syrup feeders tin/ plastic,
Wire & galvanised queen excluders
Queen marking pens
2 Open Mesh Floors
Shallow lift feeder, Frame feeder
Dummy boards, 1 Snelgrove board
Gimp pins, 50+ un-made-up frames
£200 total
It has been a mild autumn and winter so far,
Many beekeeping books,
so it is likely that the bees will need feeding Lot 3:
some of which are classics.
before the spring.
10p each.
Again, fondant can be supplied, but please plan
ahead. Try to anticipate what you (or your Ideally anyone interested should arrange to
bees) might need and advise Richard so that visit Sean to view what is being offered (and
he can place orders BEFORE it becomes seek advice from experienced club members
if unsure about buying used equipment.)
desperately needed!
He lives in Horley town, within 2 mins walk of
the station.
Tel: 01293 783289
For any and all such orders or queries,
Mob: 07816594389
please contact Richard Stuart
Post Code: RH6 9DH
on tel: 07971 854652
Job lot sales will be preferred vs single items.
or by email: richardi.stuart@me.com

Sean has undertaken to donate 10% of
sale proceeds to Reigate Beekeepers.
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Meet the Committee
Reigate Beekeepers 2012 AGM Report
The November Winter meeting at Woodhatch
was once again the occasion and the venue for
the Division’s AGM.
Attended by some sixty members, and before
the formal proceedings commenced, Paul
Cleaver made a few announcements.
● Membership renewals were very slow
coming in. Individuals intending to renew,
but yet to do so, should get their cheques
into Mike Hill as soon a possible.
● The Hives-Saves-Lives raffle will be held at
the December Winter meeting, and gifts for
raffling will be welcomed by Maggie Minter.
● Bob Maurer’s newly published book on
Microscopy has become a must-have item
and is currently sold-out on Amazon!
And so to business:The AGM’s proceedings were chaired by the
President, Malcolm Broatch. The minutes of
the previous AGM minutes were accepted,
subject to correcting for the oversight of
omitting Bob Maurer from the list of
Committee members that had been reappointed. The minutes for the intervening
EGM held in April were also accepted.
Most of the Officers reports presented were
either brief, with some only needing to be, or
they had been previously circulated.
Key points raised included:● An increase in the number of new members
joining during the year.
● The contribution and support of many keen
members in various activities was gratefully
acknowledged.
● The year had been ‘exciting’ for many and
varied reasons!
● There had been a downturn in demand for,
and income from, Beginners courses; with
only the one course run this year.
● Income overall had fallen by 25%, whilst
expenditure had risen by 16%, but the
financial position is still very healthy.
● Gerry Pool, now retiring from the Swarm
Team was thanked for his input, but cover
is now needed for the Horley area. Graham
Fyson has joined the team to help cover
the Leatherhead area.

● Our Treasurer acknowledged Mike Hill’s
help with the computer system used to
prepare the figures, and Derek Cotton’s
continued auditing of RBKA’s accounts
earned him a gift in thanks from Andrew.
● A full programme of talks and events had
been achieved, despite poor weather and
next year it is intended to resurrect an
‘Outing’ event.
● Input of more new ideas and help for the
Honey Show will be sought by the new
Show Sec. for next years event; building
upon the successes achieved by Jacqui
Essen during the past two years.
● There had been a slow take-up of library
book borrowings, reflecting the increasing
reference to on-line sources of information.
Standing down from the committee this year
was our Hon. Sec. & Show Sec., Jacqui Essen
due to increased personal commitments. Also
taking a well earned rest from Committee and
recent Library responsibilities was Audrey Gill.
In recognition of her
Committee
service
since the mid ‘80’s,
Audrey was presented
with a bouquet and
an extremely long and
commemoratively
engraved Hive Tool.
Picking up the library mantel is Vince Gallo.
Newcomers to the committee
Gill Simpson and Di Wilson.

itself

are

The full Committee line up voted in is:Chair
Hon Sec.
Treasurer

Paul Cleaver
Gill Simpson
Andrew Buchanan

Members: Jack Chapman (Webmaster);
Malcolm Fry; Mike Hill (Membership Sec.);
Bob Maurer; Maggie Minter (Honey Show
Sec.); Celia Perry (County Exam Coord.);
Richard Stuart (Quartermaster); Di Wilson
SBKA Rep
Surrey Show Sec
Trustee for SBKA
Hon Auditor

Celia Perry
Bob Maurer
Paul Cleaver
Derek Cotton
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Members News

Reigate Membership = 189+

Presentation of Trophies to 2012 Honey Show Winners

The Reigate Cup

The Tanner Cup

The Lockett Bowl

The J.M.B Cup

(For Most Points in Show)

(For Light/Medium Honey)

(For a Group of Products)

(For a Cut Comb)

Maggie Minter

Mike Hill

Maggie Minter

Paul Cleaver

The Redhill Cup and

The Skep Trophy

(For Beeswax)

(For Novices Class)

W-J Cup and
(For Soft Set Honey)

Geoff Lewis Plate

Roy Cottington

Bramshaw Cup

(For a Honey Cake)

also winner of the
Blue Ribbon award

(A Comb for Extraction)

The AGM proceedings
on the 14th
November included
presentations of the
Division’s Trophies to
successful October
Honey Show entrants
by our President,
Malcolm Broatch.

Congratulation to
all the winners.
Presentations of BBKA
Exam Certificates will
be featured in next
months
.

Celia Perry

Jilly Aarvold

Important Notice - Reigate Beekeepers Subscriptions and BeeCraft
Many thanks to all those who have responded to last months prompting about late
payment of subscriptions.
We are now up to 178 paid up members with less than 50 (down from 90 last month) who
have still not paid, and are shortly to be come ex-members.
I have now cancelled the BeeCraft order for those people who have not yet responded and
next month I shall cancel their BBKA membership, and also delete them from our
distribution list.
If you are not sure if this applies to you, send me an email mikehillbees@googlemail.com
and I will let you know whether you have paid or not.
Mike Hill
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Events News
Surrey Beekeepers Association - Training Day
Saturday 15th December 2012 14:00 - 5:00 pm
East Horsley Village Hall, KT24, 6QT

Focus on BBKA Module 1 - Honey Bee Management
Led by Dr Ivor Davies this afternoon will aim:
·

To discuss what the modules are and why they are important to beekeeper

·

To introduce the Module 1 syllabus

·

To discuss the level of information required and techniques for answering the questions

·

To explain the marking system

·

To explore resources and support strategies available

·

To discuss the correspondence course approach

·

To answer questions and queries

·

To test your current knowledge with a fun quiz
Tickets cost £10 per person

Only 10 places are now available, so book straight away
To reserve a place please email Sandra Rickwood on
rickwoodsbka@gmail.com or phone 01932 244326
Full Directions and Payment Details will be provide on Confirmation of Place

Wisborough Green Division - West Sussex BKA
Saturday 2nd March 2013. 9:00 for 9:30-5:00 pm

Village Hall, Lower Street, Pulborough, West Sussex. RH20 2BF
One Day - Beekeeping Course
Suitable for Beginners, Improvers, and Non - Beekeepers
The course will be suitable for those who would like to discover what is involved in keeping
bees, but will also be suitable for those who have kept bees for some time. It will largely
follow the syllabus of the BBKA Basic Exam, but with variations. This course is based on
nearly fifty years experience, not just repeating what is in books.
Tickets cost £40 which includes lunch, refreshments,
and our own booklet ‘Basic Beekeeping’.

To reserve a place please contact Gordon Allan, Stone House, High Street, Petworth, West
Sussex, GU28 0AU petworthgordon@btopenworld.com preferably using the
form on the website www.wgbka.org.uk, or phone 01798 343470
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Spring Lunch - Saturday 2nd February 2013
from 12:15pm at

The Black Horse,
93 West Street, Reigate
It can never be too early to reserve a
date in your diary for a good lunch.
More details about the popular RBKA Spring Lunch, and a menu with prices to choose from,
will be included in the January edition of
, Look out also for the separate Order Form
that will accompany that edition.
Orders will need to be completed and returned, together with a covering cheque for the cost
of the meals to Andrew Buchanan before January 25th.

But for now, write, type, tap or post the date into whatever it takes to
keep reminding you.

Library News
Christmas Book Suggestions
If you are considering books for presents this year, here are a few suggestions
Practical Microscopy for Beekeepers by Bob Maurer
This much applauded book contains the information you will need to explore
the fascinating world of honey bee microscopy. It will help you choose the right
microscopes, set them up correctly and use them to study bee anatomy,
pollen, pests and bee diseases. (We hope to include a full review in a future
edition of
). Published by BeeCraft, Price £15.50.
BBKA Guide to Beekeeping
This excellent book is for beginners and contains all the information that you
need to get started. It includes information about how the colony works and
what happens inside the hive, as well as advice about the beekeeping year.
There are lots of useful photographs. Published by BBKA, Price £19.50.
Apis through the Looking Glass

by Graham Royle

This book provides a close-up look at the internal and external
structures of the honey bee. It's content is based upon a lecture 'Honey
bee Anatomy' which was presented to the Spring Convention of the
British Beekeepers Association in 2009. With its clear colour
photographs it shows that dissecting a honeybee is not too difficult.
Price £16.99.
The Victorian Beekeeping Revolution

by Geoffrey Lawes

For nostalgia, including a featured calendar of significant Victorian ‘bee events’
such as ‘1819 - Oxford Apiarian Society founded. Victoria born’, plus lots of
pictures of bewhiskered beekeepers this book is good value. Published by
Northern Bee Books, Price £16.50.
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At the Hive Entrance

by Professor Storch

A great little book that explains how to know what happens inside the hive, by
observation on the outside. Observations during the winter months are included which is particularly useful. Written by a German master beekeeper and
teacher of apiculture, the translation is a bit clunky at times. But the wealth of
information and insight in the explanations make it worth while. Price £12.
The Buzz about Bees

by Jurgen Tautz

A fascinating book with award winning photographs. Not about
Beekeeping, but it explains the behaviour and biology of bees in a unique way,
by describing the bee colony as a superorganism, a ‘mammal in many bodies’.
Based on the latest research from the University of Wurzburg in Germany.
Published by Springer, Price £25.
Honey, Nature’s Golden Healer

by Gloria Havenhand

For those of you who are keen on honey for health, this is a beautiful book.
Published by KyleCathie Books, Price £12.99.

Haynes Bee Manual

by Claire and Adrian Waring

Comprehensive plain straightforward advice about beekeeping with good
illustrations and Claire Waring’s photographs are a joy. The authors are very
experienced beekeepers and know how to keep the reader interested in what
they have to say. Published by Haynes, Price £13.
Life of the Honeybee
This is a Ladybird book which is still available, costs about
£12, and is worth every penny, with clear explanations for
children of beekeeping.
For children 7-11 year olds there is also the large book
Bumblebee by Wilson & Kennaway. Published by Lincoln
Children’s Books, Price £11.

Who to contact for assistance
Chairman

Paul Cleaver

cleaver.paul@googlemail.com

01306 730188

Hon Secretary

Gill Simpson

simpsongill@msn.com

01883 343791

Hon Treasurer

Andrew Buchanan

andrewb38@btinternet.com

01306 712773

Membership

Michael Hill

mikehillbees@googlemail.com

01306 730668

Librarian

Vince Gallo

vince.gallo@btinternet.com

01737 226214

County Exam Secretary

Celia Perry

beeexams@hotmail.co.uk

07903 991120

Jack Chapman

jackchapman@hotmail.com

01372 372325

Richard Woodhouse

rwdhse@ntlworld.com

01737 247395

Richard Stuart

richardi.stuart@me.com

07971 854652

Alan Byham

alan.byham@fera.gsi.gov.uk

01306 611016
07775 119447

& Website Editor

Richard Bradfield

richard.d.bradfield@btinternet.com

01372 379222

& Website Editor

Graham Pooley

grahampooley@aol.com

01342 842559

Website Master
Swarm Coordinator
Quartermaster
Regional Bee Inspector
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